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We investigate oscillation, cycle length, and extreme values for the difference
equation xnC1 D a C
Pk−1
iD0 bixn−i=xn−k, where a and bi are nonnegative numbers
and a CPk−1iD0 bi > 0. If a > 0, it is known from Theorem 2.2.1 of V. L. Kocic,
G. Ladas, and I. W. Rodrigues (J. Math. Anal. Appl. 173, 1993, 127–157) that every
cycle has no more than 2kC 1 terms. If a D 0, we show this is not necessarily true.
A general statement concerning cycle length if a D 0 remains an open question.
© 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the recursive sequence
xnC1 D
aC b0xn C b1xn−1 C    C bk−1xn−k−1
xn−k
; 1:1
where
a; bi 2 0;1 for i D 0; 1; : : : ; k− 1 1:2
and
aC
k−1X
iD0
bi > 0 for k 2 1; 2; : : :: 1:3
In many situations we will also assume that
a D 0: 1:4
Equations of this type are called Lyness equations and have been the subject
of much study and investigation in recent years. Professor G. Ladas of the
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University of Rhode Island has been at the forefront of this effort. He
and two colleagues wrote a definitive paper [3] on the subject. See also
[1, 2, 4] and the references contained therein for more recent work on
Lyness equations.
In [3], a detailed study of Eq. (1.1) was undertaken where questions
of oscillation, cycle length, and extreme values (definitions below) were
investigated. The original thought was that for many of these properties it
doesn’t matter whether a > 0 or a D 0. It turns out that results about cycle
lengths and extreme values are different when a D 0 as opposed to the case
when a > 0.
A brief summary of the paper is as follows. Section 1 introduces the prob-
lem. Section 2 provides some basic definitions, notation, and background
material from [3]. Section 3 studies oscillation and cycle length for arbi-
trary k. Section 4 investigates the case k D 1, while Section 5 covers the
case k D 2. Section 6 contains some closing remarks.
2. BACKGROUND
From the form of Eq. (1.1), it is clear that if we are given parameters
satisfying (1.2) and (1.3) and kC 1 initial values x−k; x−kC1; : : : ; x0 (each
of which will always be positive), we may generate the entire solution se-
quence xn when n  1. As kC 1 initial conditions are required to determine
a solution to (1.1), we say that it has degree kC 1. We may also, given the
same set of initial conditions, generate all terms with a decreasing index,
that is, xn where n  −k− 1. Note that in both cases the solution generated
will always be positive.
We now present some definitions from [3].
Definition 2.1. The trivial solution of (1.1), also known as the equi-
librium point and denoted by x, is the solution for which xn D x > 0 for
all n.
The value of x is found to be the positive root of the equation
x D a
x
C
k−1X
iD0
bi: 2:1
This equation can easily be written as a quadratic equation in x, namely
x2 −
 k−1X
iD0
bi

x− a D 0: 2:2
Clearly, (2.2) has a unique positive real root under the assumptions (1.2)
and (1.3) which we call x.
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We remark that if a D 0, then
x D
k−1X
iD0
bi: 2:3
We offer two additional observations concerning the trivial solution x.
Remark 2.2 If kC 1 consecutive values of a solution equal x, then the
solution is actually the trivial solution.
Remark 2.3 If a solution has kC 2 consecutive equal values, then these
values solve Eq. (2.2). Thus the solution must again equal x, since x is the
unique solution of (2.2).
Definition 2.4. A sequence of real numbers xn is said to oscillate
about zero if the terms of xn are neither all eventually positive nor all
eventually negative.
Definition 2.5. A sequence of real numbers xn is said to oscillate
strictly if for every n0  0, there exist n1 and n2  n0 such that xn1 < 0 and
xn2 > 0.
Definition 2.6. A sequence of real numbers xn is said to strictly os-
cillate about the real number x if the sequence xn − x strictly oscillates
about zero.
Definition 2.7. A solution of (1.1) is p periodic if xnCp D xn for all n.
Definition 2.8. If xn − x  0 for all n 2 r; s with xr−1 − x < 0 and
xsC1− x < 0, then the terms xn such that n 2 r; s form a positive semicycle
of length s− r C 1. Similarly, if xn− x < 0 for all n 2 r; s with xr−1− x  0
and xsC1 − x  0, then the terms xn such that n 2 r; s form a negative
semicycle of length s − r C 1.
Definition 2.9. The extreme value of a semicycle is the maxi-
mum/minimum value of all the elements in a given positive/negative
semicycle. There may be more than one element in a semicycle that as-
sumes the extreme value. In Example 2.10 below, x3 and x5 both equal the
extreme value 52 .
We now provide an example to illustrate some of the previous definitions.
Example 2.10. Consider
xnC1 D
2xn−1
xn−3
: 2:4
We note that the degree of (2.4) is 4 and k D 3. The parameters given are
a D 0, b0 D 0, b1 D 2, and b2 D 0. From (2.3), the trivial solution is given
by x D 2. Given the initial conditions x0 D 2, x1 D 2, x2 D 2 and x3 D 52 ,
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the following solution is generated: x0 D 2, x1 D 2, x2 D 2, x3 D 52 , x4 D 2,
x5 D 52 , x6 D 2, x7 D 2, x8 D 2, x9 D 85 , x10 D 2, x11 D 85 , x12 D 2, x13 D 2,
x14 D 2, x15 D 52 , x16 D 2; : : : :
We note that this solution to (2.4) is 12 periodic. Also, the terms
x0; : : : ; x8 form a positive semicycle of length 9 x−1 D 85. The term x9
forms a negative semicycle of length 1, x10 forms a positive semicycle of
length 1, etc. Clearly the solution is strictly oscillatory about x D 2.
This paper was motivated by Theorem 2.2.1 of [3], which states that
every solution of (1.1) under assumptions (1.2) and (1.3) is strictly oscil-
latory about x with cycle length at most 2k C 1. As noted, the terms
x0; x1; : : : ; x8 in Example 2.10 (where a D 0) form a positive semicy-
cle with 9 elements. Since k D 3, we have the existence of a semicycle with
more than 2kC 1 D 7 terms.
Theorem 2.2.1 in [3] is correct when a > 0. However, the case a D 0 must
be investigated separately. It turns out that when a D 0 every solution of
(1.1) must still strictly oscillate about x. Cycle length, though, is a different
matter. These questions are studied in the following sections.
3. OSCILLATION AND CYCLE LENGTH
In this section, we study the oscillation (strict) and cycle length of (1.1)
under the assumptions (1.2) and (1.3) (and usually (1.4) as well). We con-
clude with an alternative proof of a known invariance relation from which
boundedness results follow. We first present some lemmas.
Let the unique positive equilibrium value for a solution xn of (1.1) be
denoted by x.
Lemma 3.1. Forward Lemma. Assume condition (1.4), i.e., a D 0.
Suppose there exists an index s such that
xs  xsCr  x for all r 2 1; kC 1:
Then xsCkC1 D x and xsCk−i0 D xs for any bi0 6D 0.
Proof. From (1.1) and (2.1),
x  xsCkC1 D
b0xsCk C    C bi0xsCk−i0 C    C bk−1xsC1
xs
 b0 C    C bi0 C    C bk−1 D x;
as
xsCk−i0
xs
 1 for i0 D 0; : : : ; k− 1:
Therefore xsCkC1 D x and xsCk−i0 D xs for any bi0 6D 0.
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Lemma 3.2. Backward Lemma. Assume condition (1.4).
Suppose there exists an index s, such that
xs  xs−r  x; 8r 2 1; kC 1:
Then xs−kC1 D x and xs−1−i0 D xs for any bio 6D 0.
Proof.
xs D
b0xs−1 C    C bi0xs−1−i0 C    C bk−1xs−k
xs−kC1
:
Interchanging xs and xs−kC1, we have
x  xs−kC1 D
b0xs−1 C    C bi0xs−1−i0 C    C bk−1xs−k
xs
 b0 C    C bi0 C    C bk−1 D x;
since
xs−1−i0
xs
 1 for any i0 D 0; : : : ; k− 1:
As in Lemma 3.1, we conclude that xs−kC1 D x and xs−1−i0 D xs for any
bi0 6D 0.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose xs  xsCr  x, for all r 2 1; k. Suppose further
that xs > x and either
(i) a > 0 or
(ii) a D 0 and there exists at least one i0 2 0; k− 1 such that bi0 > 0
and xsCk−i0 < xs.
Then xsCkC1 < x.
Proof.
xsCkC1 D
aC b0xsCk C    C bi0xsCk−i0 C    C bk−1xsC1
xs
<
a
x
C b0 C    C bi0 C    C bk−1 D x: (3.1)
Therefore xsCkC1 < x.
Note that the strict inequality in (3.1) holds for either case (i) or case (ii).
Corollary 3.4. If xs > xsCr  x, for all r 2 1; k, then xsCkC1 < x.
Proof. Inequality (1.3) and the assumption that xs > xsCr ensure that
either case (i) or case (ii) of Lemma 3.3 holds.
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Lemma 3.5. Suppose xs  xs−r  x, for all r 2 1; k. Suppose further
that xs > x and either
(i) a > 0 or
(ii) a D 0 and there exists at least one i0 2 0; k− 1 such that bi0 > 0
and xs−1−i0 < xs.
Then xs−kC1 < x.
Proof.
xs D
aC b0xs−1 C    C bi0xs−1−i0 C    C bk−1xs−k
xs−kC1
) xs−kC1 D
aC b0xs−1 C    C bi0xs−1−i0 C    C bk−1xs−k
xs
<
a
x
C b0 C    C bi0 C    C bk−1 D x: (3.2)
Therefore xs−kC1 < x.
Again, the strict inequality in (3.2) holds for either case (i) or case (ii).
Corollary 3.6. If xs > xs−r  x for all r 2 1; k, then xs−kC1 < x.
Proof. As (1.3) holds and xs > xs−r , this ensures that either case (i) or
case (ii) of Lemma 3.5 holds.
We now present the first result on oscillation.
Theorem 3.7. Every nontrivial solution of (1.1) is strictly oscillatory about
x.
Proof. By way of contradiction, assume there exists a nontrivial solution
xn of (2.6) which is not strictly oscillatory about x.
Therefore there exists an n0 such that either
xn  x for all n  n0;
or
xn  x for all n  n0:
We will assume the first case holds (the proof for the latter case is similar
and will be omitted).
Thus, we assume xn  x for all n  n0.
For the set   xn0; xn0C1; : : : ; xn0Ck, let j be the largest index of the
elements in  such that xj D max.
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We make the following preliminary observations:
Note 1. xj > x. Otherwise xj D x and thus we would have kC 1 terms
of value x yielding the trivial solution. See Remark 2.2.
Note 2. Let   xn0CkC1; : : : ; xn0C2k.
Let j0 2 n0 C kC 1; n0 C 2k be the smallest index of the elements in 
such that xj0 D max. If xj0 > xj , by Corollary 3.6 as xj0 > xj0−r for all
r 2 1; k, then xj0−kC1 < x, yielding an immediate contradiction.
If xj0 < xj , then xj > xjCr for all r 2 1; k and Corollary 3.4 yields that
xjCkC1 < x, again yielding an immediate contradiction.
These notes imply that in the interval n0 C kC 1; n0 C 2k, there exists
at least one value p such that xp D xj . Similarly for any interval of the form
n0 C k C 1; n0 C C 1k;  D 1; 2; 3; : : : ; there exists an index p
such that xp D xj . We must consider the following two cases for the proof
of the theorem.
Case 1. Suppose a > 0. In Lemma 3.3, with s D j, case (i) holds, yield-
ing a contradiction. (This is essentially the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 in [3]
when a > 0.)
Case 2. Suppose a D 0. From (1.3), there exists at least one i0 2 0; k−
1 such that bi0 > 0.
In the interval n0 C kC 1; n0 C 2k, find the smallest integer p such that
xp D xj (the notes above ensure the existence of an integer p satisfying
this requirement).
Now as xp D xj D max, we note that xp > x. Using Lemma 3.1, with
s D p, we may conclude that xpCk−i0 D xj D max. Applying Lemma 3.2
with s D p, we have xp−1−i0 D xj D max. Then applying Lemma 3.1
again, with s D p− 1− i0, if xp−1−i0 D xj , then xp−1−i0CkC1 D x. That is,
xpCk−i0 D x. However, xpCk−i0 D xj . Thus we have a contradiction since
xj > x.
We next consider the length of semicycles of (1.1). Our first lemma deals
with negative semicycles.
Lemma 3.8. Any negative semicycle of (1.1) under assumptions (1.2) and
(1.3) can have length at most 2kC 1.
Proof. Suppose not. Then we assume there exists 2k C 2 consec-
utive points xn, n0 − k − 1  n  n0 C k, such that xn < x. Let
 D xn0−k−1; : : : ; xn0Ck, and let j D the smallest index of the ele-
ments in  such that xj D min . Obviously xj < x. We consider two
cases.
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Case 1. j  n0. Then
xj D
aC b0xj−1 C b1xj−2 C    C bk−1xj−k
xj−k−1
;
or
xj−k−1 D
aC b0xj−1 C b1xj−2 C    C bk−1xj−k
xj
 a
x
C b0 C b1 C    C bk−1 D x;
or
xj−k−1  x; a contradiction.
Case 2. j  n0 − 1. Then
xjCkC1 D
aC b0xjCk C b1xjCk−1 C    C bk−1xjC1
xj
 a
x
C b0 C    C bk−1 D x; a contradiction.
Theorem 3.9. If a > 0, then each semicycle of (1.1) has at most 2kC 1
terms.
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.8, we only need to consider positive semi-
cycles. Accordingly, by way of contradiction, consider a positive semicy-
cle with at least 2k C 2 terms. Thus there exists n0 such that for all n 2
n0 − k− 1; n0 C k, xn  x.
Define   xn0−k−1; : : : ; xn0Ck.
Now choose the smallest index j 2 n0 − k − 1; n0 C k for which xj D
max.
Note that as in the previous proof xj > x (avoiding the trivial solution).
If j  n0, then j − k− 1  n0 − k− 1. Therefore xj−k−1 2  and Lemma
3.5 with s D j, case (i), implies xj−kC1 < x, a contradiction.
Thus j < n0. Therefore j C k C 1  n0 C k, which means xjCkC1 2 .
Lemma 3.3 with s D j, case (i), implies xjCkC1 < x, a contradiction.
Thus the cycle can have at most 2kC 1 terms.
We remark that the above proof is essentially the same as Theorem 2.2.1
of [3] when a > 0.
Theorem 3.9 is not true when a D 0, as Example (2.10) indicates. (Also,
see the discussion at the end of Section 2.) The question arises as to what
further hypotheses are necessary for Theorem 3.9 to be true when a D 0?
Clearly, the coefficients bi must be involved in some fashion. Further, one
might ask: If 2k C 1 is not the maximum cycle length, then what is? The
following theorems attempt to shed some light on these questions.
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Theorem 3.10. If k  2, a D 0 and b0 > 0, bk−1 > 0, then every semicy-
cle has at most 2kC 1 terms.
Proof. Again, Lemma 3.8 implies we need to consider positive semi-
cycles only. By way of contradiction, consider a positive semicycle with at
least 2kC 2 terms xn0−k−1; : : : ; xn0Ck and define  D xn0−k−1; : : : ; xn0Ck.
Choose the smallest index j 2 n0 − k− 1; n0 C k for which xj D max
(again, note xj > x).
Now if j  n0, then Corollary 3.6 with s D j implies that xj−kC1 < x,
where xj−kC1 2 . Thus we have a contradiction. Therefore j < n0.
If j D n0− 1, then xn0−1 D xj D max and Lemma 3.1 where s D n0− 1
and i0 D k− 1 implies xn0−1C1 D xj . If we then apply Lemma 3.2 with s D
n0 and i0 D k− 1, this gives that xn0−k D xj . Since k  2, n0 − k < n0 − 1.
However, n0 − 1 is the smallest integer such that xn0−1 D xj D max, a
contradiction.
Consider j D n0 − 2. Then xn0−2 D xj D max and Lemma 3.1 with
s D n0 − 2 and i0 D k − 1 implies xn0−2C1 D xj , that is, xn0−1 D xj . If
we then apply Lemma 3.1 again with s D n0 − 1 and i0 D 0, this implies
xn0−1Ck D xj . For another characterization of xn0−1Ck, Lemma 3.1 with
s D n0 − 2 implies xn0−2CkC1 D x. That is, xn0−1Ck D x, a contradiction
since xj > x.
Consider j D n0 − 3. Then xn0−3 D xj D max and Lemma 3.1 with
s D n0 − 3 and i0 D k − 1 implies xn0−3C1 D xj , that is, xn0−2 D xj . By
the previous argument for j D n0 − 2, we arrive at a contradiction. If we
continue in this manner for j D n0 − 4; : : : ; n0 − k − 1, we will arrive at
a contradiction each time. Therefore, any semicycle has at most 2k C 1
terms.
We remark that in the above proof for the case j D n0− 2, a contradiction
was obtained by showing that a certain sequence element was equal both to
xj and x. In general, both Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 will be used to accomplish
this. Note that (the forward) Lemma 3.1 can be applied to an element xj
(D xs) in  only when the following kC 1 elements are still in . A similar
remark holds for (the backward) Lemma 3.2. These arguments will be used
repeatedly in the theorems that follow.
The next example illustrates a case where the hypotheses of Theo-
rem 3.10 hold and a semicycle with 2kC 1 terms occurs.
Example 3.11. Consider the equation
xnC1 D
xn C xn−1
xn−2
: 3:3
Given the initial conditions x0 D 1, x1 D 1, x2 D 1, the following sequence
is generated: x0 D 1, x1 D 1, x2 D 1, x3 D 2, x4 D 3, x5 D 5, x6 D 4, x7 D 3,
x8 D 75 , x9 D 1110 , x10 D 56 ; : : : :
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Since x D 2 and 2kC 1 D 5, a positive semicycle of length 2kC 1 occurs
with the set of values x3; x4; x5; x6; x7.
Theorem 3.10 fails if k D 1. Example 4.2 illustrates a cycle with length
2kC 2 D 4.
For our next theorem, we change the hypotheses slightly on the coeffi-
cients bi.
Theorem 3.12. If k  3, a D 0, b0 D 0, b1 > 0 and bk−1 > 0, then every
semicycle has at most 2kC 1 terms.
Proof. As in the previous proof, define xj D max and we may con-
clude that j < n0. Again, we only need consider positive semicycles by
Lemma 3.8.
If j D n0 − 1, then xn0−1 D xj D max. Lemma 3.1 where s D n0 − 1
and i0 D k− 1 implies xn0−1Ck−k−1 D xj , that is, xn0 D xj . Lemma 3.2 with
s D n0 and i0 D k − 1 implies xn0−k D xj . Since k  3, n0 − k < n0 − 1.
Again, if n0 − 1 is the smallest integer such that xn0−1 D xj D max, we
have a contradiction.
If j D n0 − 2, then xn0−2 D xj D max and Lemma 3.1 with s D n0 − 2
and i0 D k − 1 implies xn0−2C1 D xj , that is xn0−1 D xj . Applying Lemma
3.1 again where s D n0 − 1 and i0 D k− 1 implies xn0−1Ck−k−1 D xj , that
is xn0 D xj . Finally, applying Lemma 3.2 with s D n0 and i0 D k − 1, we
have xn0−k D xj . As before, since k  3, this is a contradiction to n0 − 2
being the smallest integer index such that xn0−2 D xj D max .
Next, let j D n0 − 3. Applying Lemma 3.1 with s D n0 − 3 and i0 D k− 1,
we have xn0−2 D xj and
xn0Ck−2 D x: 3:4
Applying Lemma 3.1 again with s D n0 − 2 and i0 D k − 1, we conclude
that xn0−1 D xj . Again, applying Lemma 3.1 with s D n0 − 1 and i0 D 1, we
have xn0Ck−2 D xj , which contradicts (3.4).
If j D n0 − 4, using Lemma 3.1 with i0 D k − 1 and s D n0 − 4 implies
xn0−3 D xj . Then we may apply the preceding argument. Similar reasoning
holds for j D n0 − 5; : : : ; n0 − k− 1.
Example 5.2 below shows that if k D 2, it is possible to have a cycle of
length 2kC 2 D 6 under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.12.
Theorem 3.10 assumed b0 > 0 and bk−1 > 0, while Theorem 3.12 as-
sumed b0 D 0, b1 > 0, and bk−1 > 0. Our next theorem assumes b0 >
0; bk−2 > 0, and bk−1 D 0. (In a certain sense, we are altering the con-
ditions on the “first and last” bi coefficients and investigating how cycle
length is affected. This seems reasonable in light of Example 2.10.)
Theorem 3.13. If k  3, a D 0, b0 > 0, bk−2 > 0, and bk−1 D 0, then
every semicycle has at most 2kC 1 terms.
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Proof. As in the previous proof, define xj D max where we may
assume that the elements in  are  x and that j < n0.
Suppose j D n0 − 1. Then xn0−1 D xj D max and Lemma 3.1, where
s D n0 − 1 and i0 D k− 2, implies xn0−1Ck−k−2 D xj . That is, xn0C1 D xj .
We may now apply Lemma 3.2 where s D n0 C 1 and i0 D 0 to deduce
xn0C1−1 D xj . Applying Lemma 3.2 with s D n0 and i0 D k − 2 yields that
xn0−1−k−2 D xn0−k−1 D xj . Since k  3, then n0 − k C 1 < n0 − 1. But
n0 − 1 is the smallest integer for which xn0−1 D xj D max, a contradic-
tion.
If j D n0 − 2, then xn0−2 D xj D max and Lemma 3.1 where s D
n0 − 2 and i0 D k − 2 yields that xn0−2Ck−k−2 D xj . That is, xn0−2C2 D
xn0 D xj: Lemma 3.2 with s D n0 and i0 D 0 implies xn0−1 D xj . Applying
Lemma 3.1 again with s D n0 − 1 and i0 D 0 implies xn0−1Ck D xj . But if
xn0−2 D xj , Lemma 3.1 with s D n0 − 2 implies xn0−2CkC1 D xn0−1Ck D x,
a contradiction.
If j D n0 − 3, then xn0−3 D xj D max. Lemma 3.1 with s D n0 − 3 and
i0 D k− 2 implies xn0−1 D xj and
xn0−2Ck D x: 3:5
Applying Lemma 3.1 a second time with s D n0 − 1 and i0 D 0 yields that
xn0−1Ck D xj . Then Lemma 3.2 where s D n0 − 1 C k and i0 D 0 implies
xn0−2Ck D xj , a contradiction to (3.5).
If j D n0 − 4, n0 − 6, n0 − 8, etc., repeated applications of Lemma 3.1
with i0 D k− 2 would lead to xn0−2 D xj D max . Then the argument for
the case j D n0 − 2 could be applied to reach a contradiction.
If j D n0 − 5, n0 − 7, etc., repeated applications again of Lemma 3.1 with
i0 D k − 2 would lead to xn0−3 D xj D max . Then the argument for the
case j D n0 − 3 could be applied to reach a contradiction.
Example 3.14. Consider the equation
xnC1 D
xn C xn−1
xn−3
with the initial conditions x0 D 2, x1 D 1, x2 D 1 and x3 D 1. The sequence
is generated: x0 D 2, x1 D 1, x2 D 1, x3 D 1, x4 D 1, x5 D 2, x6 D 3, x7 D 5,
x8 D 8, x9 D 132 , x10 D 296 , x11 D 3415 , x12 D 213240 ; : : : :
As x D 2 and 2kC 1 D 7, a positive semicycle of length 2kC 1 occurs
with the set of points x5; : : : ; x11. This shows that 2k C 1 is the best
possible constant in Theorem 3.13. In a similar fashion, Example 5.5 shows
that the theorem fails if k D 2.
Theorems 3.10, 3.12, and 3.13 seem to indicate that setting the “first
and/or last” bi coefficient(s) equal to zero affects cycle length for certain
values of k. By using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, many more results similar to
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Theorems 3.10, 3.12, and 3.13 could be proven. (For example, let b0 D 0,
b1 > 0, bk−2 > 0, and bk−1 D 0. Then see how cycle length is affected.)
However, we were not able to establish any kind of general pattern or
statement. Additional comments in this regard are given in Section 6.
We conclude this section with a known result [3, Theorem 2.1.1] which
we will need later in this paper. We provide a different proof for the con-
venience of the reader.
We consider a special case of Eq. (1.1), namely,
xnC1 D
aC xn C xn−1 C    C xn−kC2
xn−kC1
; n D 0; 1; 2; : : : ; 3:6
where
a 2 0;1 and k 2 1; 2; : : :
Note that for k D 1, Eq. (3.6) has the form
xnC1 D
a
xn
;
and for k D 2, Eq. (3.6) has the form
xnC1 D
aC xn
xn−1
:
Thus, except for the case of k D 1, Eq. (3.6) is a special case of (1.1) with
bi  1. We also note that Eq. (3.6) is of degree k whereas Eq. (1.1) has
degree kC 1.
This following theorem establishes an invariant relation for (3.6).
Theorem 3.15 [3, Theorem 2.1.1] Given arbitrary positive initial condi-
tions x−kC1; x−kC2; : : : ; x0 for (3.6), the solution sequence xn is such that
aC
k−1X
jD0
xnCj
 k−1Y
jD0

1C 1
xnCj

D Constant, 3:7
k 2 1; 2; : : :; n D −kC 1;−kC 2; : : : :
Proof. From (3.6), we have
xnCk D
aC xnCk−1 C xnCk−2 C    C xnC1
xn
: 3:8
Adding 1 to each side and multiplying by 1C xn, we obtain
1C xn1C xnCk
D
 aC xnCk−1 C xnCk−2 C    C xnC1 C xn
xn

1C xn: (3.9)
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Now, starting over and multiplying both sides of (3.8) by xn=xnCk, we
have
xn D
aC xnCk−1 C xnCk−2 C    C xnC1
xnCk
:
Adding 1 to the left side and xnCk=xnCk to the right and then multiplying
each side by 1C xnCk, we obtain
1C xnCk1C xn
D
 aC xnCk−1 C xnCk−2 C    C xnC1 C xnCk
xnCk

1C xnCk: (3.10)
From (3.9) and (3.10), we conclude that
aC xnCk−1 C xnCk−2 C    C xnC1 C xn
xn

1C xn
D

aC xnCk C xnCk−1 C    C xnC1
xnCk

1C xnCk:
That is, 
aC
k−1X
iD0
xnCi

1C 1
xn

D

aC
k−1X
iD0
xnC1Ci

1C 1
xnCk

:
After multiplying both sides by 1 C 1=xnC11 C 1=xnC2    1 C
1=xnCk−1, we obtain
aC
k−1X
iD0
xnCi
 k−1Y
jD0

1C 1
xnCj

D

aC
k−1X
iD0
xnC1Ci
 k−1Y
jD0

1C 1
xnC1Cj

:
If (3.7)  Cn, we have thus shown that Cn D CnC1 for n  −k C 1, which
implies that Cn D constant.
In particular, for n D −kC 1
C−kC1 D aC x−kC1 C    C x0

1C 1
x−kC1

  

1C 1
x0

which means that the constant in (3.7) is given by the k initial conditions
x−kC1; : : : ; x0.
Corollary 3.16 [3, Corollary 2.1.1] If xn is a positive solution of
(3.6), then there exist positive constants m and M such that
m  xn M for n D 0; 1; 2; : : : :
As mentioned, we will refer to this boundedness result later.
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4. THE CASE k D 1
In this section, we shall consider cycle length and extreme values of non-
trivial solutions to (1.1) when k D 1. Specifically, we have the recurrence
relation
xnC1 D
aC bxn
xn−1
; 4:1
a; b 2 0;1; aC b > 0:
We refer to [3, Sect. 2.3] for various general properties related to (4.1).
Note that strict oscillation around x of all nontrivial solutions of (4.1) is
ensured from Theorem 3.7.
Before proceeding, the following change of variables given in [3] will
prove beneficial.
Consider (4.1) with b 6D 0. That is,
xnC1 D
aC bxn
xn−1
:
If xn D byn, then
bynC1 D
aC b2yn
byn−1
and thus
ynC1 D
C yn
yn−1
; where  D a
b2
: 4:2
Note that every solution of (4.2) and thus (4.1) is bounded above and
below by Corollary 3.16.
The following theorem is known.
Theorem 4.1 [3, Corollary 2.3.2]. Equation (4.2) (and thus (4.1)) is 6
periodic ,  D 0.
Theorem 2.3.1 and Corollary 2.3.1 of [3] state various properties con-
cerning cycle length and extreme values for (4.2) that are valid when  >
0 a > 0. We will investigate these questions when  D 0. That is, we study
the equation
ynC1 D
yn
yn−1
: 4:3
We first present two examples.
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Example 4.2. Consider the solution of Eq. (4.3) determined by the ini-
tial conditions y0 D 12 and y1 D 12 . This generates the solution y0 D 12 ,
y1 D 12 , y2 D 1 D y, y3 D 2, y4 D 2, y5 D 1, y6 D 12 , y7 D 12 , etc.
Example 4.3. Now let y0 D 12 and y1 D 2. Again, y D 1. Then we have
the solution y0 D 12 , y1 D 2, y2 D 4, y3 D 2, y4 D 12 , y5 D 14 , y6 D 12 , y7 D 2,
etc.
It turns out that all solutions of (4.3) must have one of these two forms.
Since Eq. (4.3) is so simple, we determine the behavior of solutions by
considering all possible initial conditions. To this end, let y0 D  and y1 D γ,
say, where  and γ are both positive. Note that  and γ cannot both equal
1, since y D 1 is the trivial solution of (4.3). Also, all solutions must be
periodic of period 6 by Theorem 4.1.
Case 1.  D γ. These initial conditions generate the solution y0 D ,
y1 D , y2 D 1, y3 D 1=, y4 D 1=, y5 D 1, y6 D , y7 D , etc. Regardless
of whether  > 1 or  < 1, the above solution has a positive semicycle
of length 4 preceded and followed by a negative semicycle of length 2.
Furthermore, the two elements in the negative semicycle are equal as are
the two middle elements in the positive semicycle.
Case 2.  D 1, γ 6D 1. Then y0 D 1, y1 D γ, y2 D γ, y3 D 1, y4 D 1=γ,
y5 D 1=γ, y6 D 1, y7 D γ, etc. Clearly, Case 2 is the same as Case 1.
Case 3.  6D 1, γ D 1. This is the same as Case 2.
Case 4.  < 1, γ < 1,  < γ. We have the solution y0 D , y1 D γ,
y2 D γ= > 1, y3 D 1= > y2, y4 D 1=γ, where y3 > y4 > 1, y5 D =γ < 1,
y6 D , where =γ > , y7 D γ < , etc. Thus we have alternating positive
and negative semicycles of length 3, where the middle element in each
semicycle is an extreme value (see Definition 2.9).
Case 5.  < 1 < γ. Then y0 D , y1 D γ, y2 D γ= > y1, y3 D 1= < y2,
y4 D 1=γ < 1, y5 D =γ, where y5 < y4 < 1, y6 D  > y5, etc. Clearly this
yields the same behavior as Case 4.
Remaining Cases.  > 1 > γ,  < 1, γ < 1,  > γ,  > 1, γ > 1,
 > γ, and  > 1, γ > 1, γ > . All these cases generate solutions like
Case 4.
Based on the preceding analysis and in the spirit of Theorem 2.3.1 and
Corollary 2.3.1 of [3], we can state the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4. For every positive solution of Eq. (4.3), the following are
true.
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(i) Any semicycle of length 3 is preceded and followed by a semicycle
of length 3.
(ii) Any semicycle of length 4 must be preceded and followed by a
semicycle of length 2. The two terms in the semicycle of length 2 must be
equal, and the second and third terms in the semicycle of length 4 must be
equal. Further, the semicycle of length 2 must be negative and the semicycle of
length 4 must be positive.
(iii) All solutions of (4.3) must follow the pattern of either (i) or (ii).
(iv) For every solution of (4.3), the extreme value must occur in the
second element of each semicycle.
5. THE CASE k D 2
In this section, we study cycle length for Eq. (1.1) when k D 2 and a D 0;
i.e.,
xnC1 D
b0xn C b1xn−1
xn−2
; b0 C b1 > 0: 5:1
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. If b0 D 0 and b1 > 0, then every semicycle for any nontriv-
ial solution of (5.1) has at most 2kC 2 D 6 terms.
Proof. Based on Lemma 3.8, we need to consider only positive semicy-
cles. By way of contradiction, assume there exists a positive semicycle with
at least 2k C 3 terms. This means there exists an n0 such that for all n 2
n0 − k− 1; n0 C kC 1, xn  x. Next define 0  xn0−k−1; : : : ; xn0CkC1.
Choose the smallest integer j 2 n0 − k − 1; n0 C k C 1 such that xj D
max0 (again, note xj > x).
If j  n0, Corollary 3.6 implies a contradiction as in the previous Theo-
rems 3.10, 3.12, and 3.13. Thus j  n0 − 1.
Suppose j D n0 − 1. Then Lemma 3.1 with s D n0 − 1, k D 2, and i0 D 1
implies that xn0 D xj . Applying Lemma 3.2 with s D n0 yields that xn0 − 2 D
xj , a contradiction to our assumption that n0 − 1 was the smallest index
whose associated sequence element D xj D max0.
If j D n0 − k D n0 − 2, then Lemma 3.1 with s D n0 − 2 yields that
xn0−1 D xj . Apply Lemma 3.1 again with s D n0 − 1 and conclude xn0 D xj .
Another application of Lemma 3.1 with s D n0 implies that xn0C1 D xj . Now
apply Lemma 3.2 with s D n0 C 1 and conclude xn0−2 D x, a contradiction.
Finally, if j D n0 − k − 1 D n0 − 3, an application of Lemma 3.1 with
s D n0 − 3 implies that xn0−2 D xj . Then we can use the previous case to
arrive at a contradiction.
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We offer the following example to illustrate that a cycle of length 2kC
2 D 6 can occur in (5.1) if b0 D 0 and b1 > 0.
Example 5.2. Consider the equation
xnC1 D
xn−1
xn−2
: 5:2
We note k D 2, b0 D 0, b1 D 1, and x D 1 (see Eq. (2.3)). Given the initial
conditions x0 D 14 , x1 D 14 , and x2 D 12 , the following sequence is generated:
x0 D 14 , x1 D 14 , x2 D 12 , x3 D 1, x4 D 2, x5 D 2, x6 D 2, x7 D 1, x8 D 1,
x9 D 12 , etc. Clearly, a positive semicycle of length 2kC 2 D 6 occurs with
the terms x3; : : : ; x8.
The above example is actually indicative of a more general type of be-
havior.
Theorem 5.3. Consider Eq. (5.1) with b0 D 0 and b1 > 0. If a semicycle
of length 2k C 2 D 6 occurs (as it does in Example 5.2), it must be positive
and have the form x; xj; xj; xj; x; x, where xj is the maximum value of the
elements in the semicycle. Moreover, such a semicycle can occur only once.
Proof. Lemma 3.8 implies that the semicycle must be positive. Define
 D xn0−3, xn0−2,xn0−1; xn0; xn0C1; xn0C2, where k D 2 and the elements
in  are the six consecutive terms of the semicycle. Choose the smallest in-
teger j in the set n0 − 3; : : : ; n0 C 2 such that xj D max . As in Theorem
5.1, j  n0 − 1.
Suppose j D n0 − 1. Then apply Lemma 3.1 with s D n0 − 1 and i0 D
1 and conclude that xn0 D xj . Now apply Lemma 3.2 with s D n0 and
conclude xn0−2 D xj , a contradiction since n0 − 1 was the smallest index
whose associated sequence element D xj D max .
If j D n0 − 3, then Lemma 3.1 with s D n0 − 3 yields that xn0 D x and
xn0−2 D xj . Apply Lemma 3.1 with s D n0 − 2 and conclude xn0−1 D xj .
Another application of Lemma 3.1 with s D n0 − 1 implies that xn0 D xj , a
contradiction.
Therefore j must equal n0 − 2, which means xn0−2 D xj . Now use Lem-
mas 3.1 and 3.2 to determine the values of the other terms in the semicycle.
Lemma 3.1 with s D n0 − 2 implies that xn0−1 D xj and xn0C1 D x. Apply-
ing Lemma 3.1 again with s D n0 − 1 implies that xn0 D xj and xn0C2 D x.
Finally, Lemma 3.2 with s D n0 shows that xn0−3 D x, which means the
semicycle has the form x; xj; xj; xj; x; x.
To show the uniqueness of the above semicycle we proceed as follows.
By renumbering the solution sequence if necessary, we let x0; : : : ; x5 be
the elements of the semicycle. That is, x0 D x, x1 D xj , x2 D xj , x3 D xj ,
x4 D x, and x5 D x. We calculate the next several elements of the solution
using Eq. (5.1), remembering that b0 D 0 and b1 D x. We obtain x6 D
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x2=xj , x7 D x, x8 D x2=xj , x9 D xj , x10 D x2=xj , x11 D x2j =x, x12 D x3=x2j ,
x13 D x3j =x2, x14 D x5=x4j , x15 D x5j =x4, x16 D x8=x7j , etc.
Letting r D 3, we notice
x4rC1 D
x
p1
j
xp2
; with p1 D 1C p2; (5.3)
x4rC2 D
xp3
x
p4
j
; with p3 D 1C p4; (5.4)
x4rC3 D
x
p5
j
xp6
; with p5 D 1C p6; (5.5)
and
x4rC4 D
xp7
x
p8
j
; with p7 D 1C p8; (5.6)
where p1; : : : ; p8 are all positive integers.
We use induction on r, assume the (preceding) rth statement has the
above form, and try to show that the r C 1st statement has the same
form.
By definition,
x4rC1C1 D
b1x4rC3
x4rC2
D x  x
p5
j
xp6
 x
p4
j
xp3
D x
p5Cp4
j
xp6Cp3−1
:
We observe that
p5 C p4 D 1C p6 C p4 D 1C p6 C p3 − 1 D p6 C p3: 5:7
Define p9 D p5 C p4 and p10 D p6 C p3 − 1. Note that p9 and p10 must
both be positive integers. Then (5.7) shows that
x4rC1C1 D
x
p9
j
xp10
; where p9 D 1C p10: 5:8
Next,
x4rC1C2 D
b1x4rC4
x4rC3
D x  x
p7
x
p8
j
 x
p6
x
p5
j
D x
1Cp6Cp7
x
p5Cp8
j
:
We observe that
1C p6 C p7 D p5 C p7 D p5 C p8 C 1: 5:9
Define p11 D 1C p6 C p7 and p12 D p5 C p8. Again, note that p11 and p12
must be positive integers. Also, (5.9) shows that
x4rC1C2 D
xp11
x
p12
j
; where p11 D 1C p12: 5:10
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In a similar fashion (omitting some details),
x4rC1C3 D
x
p9Cp8
j
xp10Cp7−1
;
where p9 C p8 D 1C p10 C p8 D 1C p10 C p7 − 1 D p10 C p7:
5:11
Define p13 D p9 C p8 and p14 D p10 C p7 − 1 and note that p13 and p14
must be positive integers. Then (5.11) implies that
x4rC1C3 D
x
p13
j
xp14
; where p13 D 1C p14: 5:12
Finally,
x4rC1C4 D
x  x4rC6
x4rC5
D x  x
p11
x
p12
j
 x
p10
x
p9
j
D x
1Cp10Cp11
x
p9Cp12
j
;
where 1C p10 C p11 D p9 C p11 D p9 C p12 C 1:
5:13
As usual, define p15 D 1C p10 C p11 and p16 D p9 C p12. From (5.13),
x4rC1C4 D
xp15
x
p16
j
; where p15 D 1C p16; 5:14
and p9; : : : ; p16 are all positive integers, which completes the induction.
This means that for n  13, elements xn in the solution sequence have
the form
xn D
xp
x
q
j
< x; where p D 1C q; if n is even,
and
xn D
xrj
xs
> x; where r D 1C s; if n is odd.
Therefore there can never be another semicycle of length 6 if n  0.
This also shows that there can never be another semicycle of length 6
for xn if n < 0. Suppose there was another such semicycle. Call it , and
let max  D c. By earlier arguments in this theorem,  must have the form
x; c; c; c; x; x. However, by renumbering if necessary and starting with
, we can conclude that the semicycle  does not exist, a contradiction.
Therefore there can be only one such semicycle.
Theorem 5.1 assumed b0 D 0 and b1 > 0 in Eq. (5.1). If we set b0 > 0
and b1 D 0, we obtain an analogous result.
Theorem 5.4. If b0 > 0 and b1 D 0, then every semicycle of (5.1) has
length at most 2kC 2 D 6.
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Proof. The proof is very similar to Theorem 5.1. By various applications
of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 (this time with i0 D 0), one can reach the same type
of contradiction as before. We omit the details.
Example 5.5. Let
xnC1 D
2xn
xn−2
: 5:15
Given the initial conditions x0 D 1, x1 D 2, and x2 D 1, a positive semicycle
of length 2kC 2 exists with the terms x3; : : : ; x8.
A result similar to Theorem 5.3 also exists. Specifically, if b0 > 0 and
b1 D 0 and if (5.1) has a cycle of length 6, it must be positive and have the
form x; x; xj; xj; xj; x, where xj is the maximum value of the elements in
the semicycle. The proof of these statements follows along the same lines
as that of Theorem 5.3. The proof for the uniqueness part of Theorem 5.3,
however, does not seem to carry over to this semicycle x; x; xj; xj; xj; x.
We feel strongly that this semicycle is also unique if it occurs, but it appears
that a different proof must be found.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS ON CYCLE LENGTH
If a > 0, Theorem 2.2.1 of [3] proves that the length of a semicycle is at
most 2k C 1 for any k  1. If a D 0, various examples in this paper show
that semicycles of length greater than 2k C 1 exist. Note that Lemma 3.8
implies that any such semicycle must be positive.
One might ask: If 2k C 1 is not the best possible constant for cycle
length under conditions (1.2) and (1.3), then what is?
Let k D 1. If a > 0, Theorem 2.2.1 of [3] implies cycle length is at most
2kC 1 D 3. If a D 0, Section 4 shows that cycle length is at most 4. Thus,
under conditions (1.2) and (1.3), the maximum cycle length for k D 1 is 4,
and Theorem 4.4 shows that for k D 1 an equation with cycle length 4 does
exist.
If k D 2, then it turns out that the maximum cycle length is 6 under
conditions (1.2) and (1.3). This can be seen as follows. By (1.2) and (1.3),
at least one of a, b0 or b1 must be positive. If a > 0, the maximum cycle
length is 2kC 1 D 5. If a D 0 and b1 and b2 are both > 0, Theorem 3.10
implies the maximum cycle length is also at most 2kC 1. If a D 0 and b1
or b2 also D 0, then Theorems 5.1 and 5.4 show that the maximum cycle
length is 6. Again, Examples 5.2 and 5.5 show that examples with cycle
length 6 do exist.
If k D 3 then the maximum possible cycle length under conditions (1.2)
and (1.3) is 9. If a > 0, then the maximum possible cycle length is 2k C
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1 D 7. If a D 0, by considering all possible choices where b0, b1, and b2
are either 0 or positive, it is possible to show that the maximum cycle
length is 9. This follows essentially by the same types of arguments used
in Theorems 3.10, 3.12, and 3.13. Example 2.10 illustrates that an equation
with semicycles of length 9 does exist.
A general statement regarding cycle length for (1.1) under conditions
(1.2) and (1.3) when k  1 is arbitrary (which includes the case a D 0)
appears to be an open question.
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